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HLA-B27, molecular mimicry, and ankylosing spondylitis: popular misconceptions
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There has been a tendency by several authors during the past few years to interpret all observations of apparent cross reactivity between micro-organisms and self antigens solely in terms of the molecular mimicry hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, foreign invaders (e.g., bacteria and viruses) and self antigens share antigenic determinants, and this sharing results in the failure of the immune system to recognise as foreign certain determinants on the invading organism. One of the consequences of the molecular mimicry hypothesis have been reported be certain groups, it is also clear that molecular mimicry between HLA-B27 and microbial antigens does not adequately explain the observations made by our group during the past seven years, nor indeed the notion of general cross reactivity.

In essence our findings suggest that the cells of HLA-B27 positive patients with ankylosing spondylitis (B27*AS*), but not those of HLA-B27 positive normal individuals (B27*AS*), carry on their cell surface an antigenic complex which is cross reactive with a wide range of enteric bacteria. Since this cell surface determinant is serologically detectable in the 51Cr release assay on the cells of HLA-B27 negative AS patients or of normals, it is reasonable to suppose that HLA-B27 either forms parts of this so called cross reactive complex or is in some way required for its expression. Sera which recognise a specific determinant(s) on B27*AS* cells have so far been raised in over 30 different rabbits, but none of these sera has reacted with the cells of B27*AS* individuals, and by implication with HLA-B27 per se. In contrast, the proponents of the molecular mimicry hypothesis suggest that at least partial cross reactivity between HLA-B27 per se and certain micro-organisms, notably klebsiella, is sufficient for the initiation of disease. Accordingly, AS is produced by organisms which resemble or cross react with HLA-B27. Antibodies to bacteria which cross react with self antigens would activate the complement cascade causing inflammation and ultimately tissue damage, and chronic disease would follow several episodes of inflammation. At present there is no substantial evidence to support such a pathogenetic sequence.

Whatever the outcome of the debate between our group and the proponents of the molecular mimicry view, we wish to draw attention to several misleading interpretations of our work.

One frequent misconception has been that our findings and those of Ebringer's group both support the idea of direct cross reactivity between klebsiella and HLA-B27,9 and therefore the so called 'one gene theory'. We have chosen not to embrace the 'one gene' or the 'two gene' theories as neither satisfactorily explains our observations and these terms are often imprecise and misleading. As stated earlier we prefer to interpret our data in terms of cross reactivity between an HLA-B27 associated structure and certain enteric organisms. This interpretation does not of course rule out either the 'one gene' or 'two gene' theory, but simply adopting one or the other theory does not advance our understanding of the phenomenon of cross reactivity.

Another frequent misunderstanding of our work stems from our observation that certain bacterial...
antigens ‘modify’ the cells of HLA-B27 positive normal individuals in such a way that these cells behave serologically as the cells of B27 positive AS patients.11 Other workers have interpreted these findings as consistent with the idea that HLA-B27 acts as a receptor for certain micro-organisms and have christened it the receptor theory.12-14 Although we have conceded that the cells of most healthy HLA-B27 positive individuals appear to bind antigenic determinants from certain bacteria,7 it is premature to ascribe this binding to the HLA-B27 molecule per se. It is entirely possible, for example, that the binding of bacterial antigens occurs allosterically and that the ‘receptor’ is an ‘associated structure’ rather than the HLA-B27 molecule.

At the heart of our hypothesis is the concept that part of the HLA-B27 associated structure on B27+AS+ cells is encoded by a genetic element carried by certain bacteria.15 To minimise further misunderstandings of our work it is perhaps pertinent to reiterate the essential elements of our findings: (a) Antisera to certain specific enteric organisms lyse B27+AS+ cells in a complement dependent 51Cr release assay, but do not lyse B27−AS+, B27+AS−, or B27−AS− cells.6,7 The determinant recognised by these antisera is permanently expressed. (b) The culture supernatants of these specific bacteria contain a factor which, when incubated with B27+AS− cells, renders these cells susceptible to lysis by specific antisera, i.e., they behave serologically as B27+AS+ cells. This phenomenon is only transient, however.6,11 (c) The cell culture supernatants obtained from B27+AS+ lymphoblastoid cell lines contain a factor which is similar or identical to the factor isolated from these specific bacteria.16

Thus on the basis of (a) and (b) it would be reasonable to assume that the same genetic element codes for the factor from certain specific bacteria and that derived from B27+AS+ cells.
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